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Coordinators and Winter Training 
Homework Club: Yvonne Brown and Jenny Johnson (Tuesdays 
and Thursdays 8:00–8:30am and Tuesdays and Fridays 3:30–4:30pm)

Music: Meagan Kozlowski (stage band) and Mike Ellul 
(ensemble). Refer to coordinator for practice times. 

Winter CEAs and their Coordinators:

Aussie Rules 6/7: David Maglieri and Adam Rice – Thursday
Aussie Rules 8: Troy Rowland – Tuesday
Aussie Rules 9: Chris Ottens – Wednesday

Soccer 6/7: Maria Balopitos/Joe Millemaci – Tuesday
Soccer 8/9: Alex Mechis – Wednesday

Basketball 6/7: Deb Skewes and Rebecca Bond – Tuesday
Basketball 8/9: Vincent Williams and Matt Andrigo – Wednesday

Table Tennis 6/7: Maria Callisto and Jen Callanan – Thurs. Lunch
Table Tennis 8/9: David Crouch – Thursday

Cross Country: Meredith Ryan – Thursday

Chess: Deb Rischin

Rugby 8/9: Deb King and Emma Hickmott

Pedal Prix: Ashleigh Bryans and Roger French – Tuesday, 
Wednesday & Thursday 8am

Cycling: Ashleigh Bryans

Pedal Prix
2014 Australian International Pedal Prix 24-hour event 
Murray Bridge Saturday 20 to Sunday 21 September

This SA Tourism Award winning event is worth $3M to the Murray 
Bridge economy. There are 4,000 competitors, 245 teams and over 
35,000 people involved. This is a wonderful event for our students 
to be involved in with teams keeping their vehicles running for the 
full 24 hours. 

There are some wonderful Sponsorship opportunities available.  
Please contact Mr Roger French at school on 8276 7877 or email 
rfrench@shcms.sa.edu.au if you or your business would like to 
support the Pedal Prix teams. Sponsorship for only $100 will 
ensure that your name/ business logo goes on the three Pedal 
Prix vehicles and all riders Polo Shirts. You may also have large 
banners placed on the fence opposite our Pit Area and you will 
be acknowledged in the school newsletter. This is great exposure, 
great value and a tangible way that you can support our teams. A 
Tax Invoice can be provided for your business if required. 

The final training session will be on Saturday 6 September at 
Victoria Park Racecourse (northern end) from 11:00am to 2:00pm. 
All students who have nominated for Pedal Prix are required to 
attend this training session for the 3-hour session or part thereof. 
There are some students who have not yet attended a training 
session for Pedal Prix. Please let us know if you will be competing 
or not as there are people on the waiting list.
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Remember to check the Middle 
School web site for updates on 
sporting fixtures, training and 
weekend sport cancellations–  
www.shcms.sa.edu.au  

While you are visiting the web site 
take some time to open the Public 
Calendar of Events and bookmark 
it for future reference. Click on the 
icon on the home page to access the 
calendar. From here you can select the 
month, viewing options and if you click 
on a particular event you will be able to 
see if there is any additional information 
about that event, access any attached 
documents (click on the ‘more details’ link 
in the pop-up speech balloon) or add the 
event to your own Google calendar.

 Also, check out our ‘App available 
on Android’.

Programs and Team Selection 
details are available on the Middle 
School’s Intranet:  
https://www.intranet.shcms.sa.edu.au

>> Click here for CEA (Curriculum Extension 
Activities)

Public Calendar of
Events

>> Click here for sporting programs and fixtures 

Please be mindful that the Middle School’s grounds (and 
buildings) are smoke-free and pet-free zones. 
Thank you for your assistance.Catholic Schools 

Music Festival
The Catholic Schools Music Festival is the biggest musical 
event for Catholic Schools in South Australia. The Music 
Festival is held at the Adelaide Festival Theatre and this year 
Sacred Heart College Middle School will be represented by 
both the Festival Choir and College Drum Corp.  

The Festival Choir students will sing as part of the massed 
choir of over 500 students on Tuesday 23 September.  

Tickets are on sale to the general public through BASS from 
Monday 8 September. Tickets are $27.00 for adults and $18.00 
for concession. 

If you have any questions please don’t hesitate to contact me 
on either 8276 7877 or mkozlowski@shcms.sa.edu.au

Meagan Kozlowski
Performing Arts Coordinator – Instrumental and CEA Music

Catholic Schools Music Festival website goes live:  
http://musicfestival.cesa.catholic.edu.au/
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Enrolments for 2015
It is that time of the year when we are looking at our enrolment numbers for next year. To assist in forward planning, it would 
be appreciated if families with students in Year 6, 7 and 8 could let us know if their son(s) will NOT be returning to the Middle 
School in 2015.

I would like to take this opportunity to refer you to our Fee Policy and the requirements with regard to withdrawing students 
from the College: 

Families with son(s) already attending the College, and who intend to withdraw them from the College prior to them completing 
Year 9, must give one term’s notice in writing of their intention to withdraw their son(s) from the College. Notice should be given no 
later than the first day of the term they wish to leave. In default of such notice, one term Tuition Fee (1/4 of annual tuition fees) will be 
charged. All outstanding fees including any penalties charged will be due 14 days from the date of withdrawal.

As you may be aware, there are many families on our waiting list anxious for a position. In the spirit of fairness to all, it is 
important that we are able to provide timely and accurate information to those families. Thank you for your assistance.

Karen Wilmot, Registrar

All students intending to compete in the 24-hour event 
at Murray Bridge must collect a booklet with detailed 
information from one of the Pedal Prix Managers if they do not 
already have one. The Pedal Prix web site – (www.pedalprix.
com.au ) has detailed information. Please contact one of the 
Pedal Prix Managers below if you are unsure of any details not 
covered in the booklet or on the web site. 

Families are very welcome to come and camp for the event.  A 
parent /carer must be present with a student for the duration 
of the event and this can be shared between family members. 
Camping (tent preferred) will be in the area behind our Pit 
Area and it is a great sight to see thousands of tents pitched 
for the event. All students will be required to arrive at Murray 
Bridge by 10:00am on Saturday 20 September ready for the 
12 Noon start. All riders will need to walk the track as a team 
before the race start.

There will be catering organised by the school for approx $20 
per person. Please indicate if you wish to be involved with this 
and the school will issue a Tax Invoice which will need to be 
paid before the event. 

Assistance is required please with camp set up, cooking, 
marshalling, managing teams, etc. Please consider 
volunteering your help in this wonderful SHC community 
event.

Only 4 weeks to go!

Roger French
On behalf of Pedal Prix Team Managers

Pedal Prix Managers:
Sonja Brownridge: sbrownridge@shcms.sa.edu.au
Ashleigh Bryans: abryans@shcms.sa.edu.au
Roger French: rfrench@shcms.sa.edu.au
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Chess 
Congratulations to all the students who participated in our 
Chess Competition this year. Friday afternoons saw great 
concentration and strategies by the boys in an effort to gain 
and increase their points and place on the ladder.
The Year 6/7 Competition was won by Ben Cook with Lucas 
Owers a close runner up, while the Year 8/9 competition 
winners were Michael Castellano in first place and Kai Laidlow 
as runner up. We look forward to another competition in 2015, 
so if you like Chess think about putting your name down when 
selections are made. Chess competitions are held on Fridays 
3:30pm in the Marcellin Resource Centre. See you there in 
2015.

Deb Rischin
Coordinator

Basketball
Knockout
GAME 1 – SHCMS (79) defeated Tatachilla Lutheran College 
(44)
Lincoln Ellicott 21 points; Ben Carter 14 points; Alex Habib 1 
successful dunk on 4 attempts.

GAME 2 – SHCMS (87) defeated Seaford (14)
Cooper ‘get-in-the’ Booth 15 points; Ben Carter 10 points, two 
fast break 2-handed dunks, 24 team assists up til ¾ quarter 
time (when I stopped counting).

We really do have a great group of talented kids and we’re 
looking forward to the next stage of the competition and 
hopefully going all the way!

18 August
Year 6/7
SHCMS Team 2 (12) lost to SHCMS Team 1 (30)
Great game tonight boys, you are all improving each week.

18 August
Year 6/7
SHCMS 12 (33) defeated Flagstaff Hill (15)
Excellent team effort from all the boys, Aiden drove well, Nigel 
defended well against a tall opposition and Jamie couldn’t 
miss a shot against a very competitive opposition. Best game I 
have seen all year, well done boys.

25 August
Year 6/7
SHCMS 2 (8) lost to SHCMS 6 (33)
A great effort boys, thank you so much Jomar Duffy for playing 
for us, it was much appreciated by the team.

Soccer
23 August
Year 8/9
SHCMS B1 (0) drew with St Paul’s College (0)
This was the last game of the season and proved to be an 
evenly matched tough contest. Luka Jordine was outstanding 
in goals. We had several near goals but unfortunately could 
not convert these opportunities. The boys should all be 
congratulated for their dedication and hard work during the 
season.

Eating for Junior Sport – before, during, after and everyday 
advice. Visit the Middle School’s web site and/or Intranet site 
to download this informative fact sheet.
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Concussion
A concussion is a brain injury – all concussions are serious.  
Most concussions occur without loss of consciousness 
and can seem minor.  Recognition and proper response to 
concussions when they first occur can help prevent further 
injury or long-term problems. 

Children and teens are more likely to suffer concussion and 
take longer to recover than adults.

Information is available for parents, carers, students 
and coaches through our school intranet Coaches and 
Volunteers drop-down menu:
https://www.intranet.shcms.sa.edu.au

Fiona Rixon 
WHS Coordinator 

Table Tennis
Primary Table Tennis SHCMS 1
Congratulation to Primary Table Tennis SHCMS 1 for a fantastic 
season. In the last game on Friday August 22, SHCMS 1 proved 
the stronger team against St Ignatius College at Athelstone. 
Commitment to Thursday training and Friday night matches is to 
be commended.
As the season progressed it was wonderful to see the skill 
development among the boys and the active encouragement 
of each other throughout the games. One of the notable skills 
of our SHCMS boys is their capacity to introduce themselves 
to the opponents prior to the match setting the scene for a 
competitive yet friendly game. I would like to thank Nicole 
Farmer, mother of Luke (6.21) who generously took on the 
role as team manager and her organisational skills and good 
humor were a huge contribution to the successful season.  
Right beside her was Tracy Maxted, mother of Kade (7.17) as 
Assistant Manager! Katrina Harrison, mother of Baxter (6.22) is 
also appreciated. SHCMS could not run our extensive CEA teams 
without this generous family support. 

Jennifer Callanan
SHCMS1 Table Tennis Coordinator

22 August
Year 6/7
SHCMS 2 defeated Immanuel
Well done to all the boys this week; a clean sweep winning all 
games. It was great the see the boys improve throughout the 
table tennis season. Congratulations to each member of Team 
2, they displayed good team spirit and represented the school 
admirably.
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we were brilliant in the last half and never gave in; we took the 
hard hits and a majority of times were first to the ball, but were 
beaten really in the overhead marking where Marryatville’s 
superior height really was the difference. Special mentions 
have to go to Anthony Caruso and Tyson Arnold; both of these 
guys hit in hard all day and drove the ball forward and beat 
many of the different opponents they had. Mitch Thomson 
rucked virtually all day and was around the ground and by 
the end he had covered every centimetre of the oval and was 
forced off with a corked thigh.

Best players we Matt Learhinan who after a long lay-off with 
injury was in and under everything and created opportunities 
everywhere – great to see him follow up from a solid game the 
week before. Tom Grear just keeps getting better and better 
and week in week out is around the best players. Tom is a real 
lesson to all others in his desire to listen, learn and be the best 
he can be. Will McDiarmid has had a great season and like Tom 
he keeps improving and shows how to take on challenges 
each week and win by breaking the game down into contests; 
a great game again. Jack Mather was just hard at it all day and 
was the glue that held the team together – so great to see him 
back and he too followed on from last week’s game with a 
hard uncompromising performance. Jack is the type of player 
you build teams around.

Finally, Tom McDermott played the link roll between half 
back and forward lines and won a lot of the ball and was 
instrumental in many forward attacks. Tom also wins the 
award for the best falcon of the year – a clean hit right to the 
face!!!! – gave all of us on the boundary a huge laugh. In the 
end we went down 4.4, 28 to Marryatville 18.13,120. A tough 
score line but a great second half of the game was left in our 
memories.

Goal kickers: Connor 2; Patton, O. Forster, 1. Best players: 
Learhinan, Grear, McDiarmid, Mather, McDermott, Thomson, 
Caruso.

23 August
Year 8
SHCMS 8B 22.18 d St Michaels 0.0
A beautiful morning greeted us at home for our last game. 
Emphasis was on a strong attack on the footy and playing as a 
team; the theme all season. The team delivered 100% in both 
areas producing a flawless performance. St Michael’s were 
struggling from the start with only 12 players, so well done 
to all the boys who turned their guernseys inside out and 
played for the opposition in right spirit. There were multiple 
goal kickers during the day, including a 9 goal second term. A 
polished performance of footy; where team play was No. 1. All 
played well! Thanks to all the boys who played 8B footy this 
year, it was fun, hope to see you next year.

23 August
Year 9
SHCMS A (18.13) defeated Immanuel College (8.6)
For our last home game of the year we sent 8 players over to 
play in the 9B team against Mercedes as they were tackling a 
Division 2 ‘A’ Team. The boys who came up from the 9B team 
were terrific and showed some real class during different 
phases of the game. The team came out of the blocks full 
of running and drove the ball inside our forward fifty with 
great intent, scoring 7 goals to 1 during the opening term. 

Football 
9 August
Year 9
SHCMS A (21.8) defeated Prince Alfred (6.2)
PAC turned up with only 17 players to start, then gained 
another by quarter time and to their credit they worked 
hard the entire game and really had a crack. However, with 5 
players on the bench the Hearts’ outfit always had a significant 
advantage rotation-wise and this proved a telling factor over 
the four quarters. Sacred Heart dominated 3 of the 4 quarters 
with weight of numbers and clever ball use around the 
stoppages, to continual propel the ball inside their forward 
fifty. However, PAC were very competitive in the second term 
in what was a very even contest, scoring 3 goals to Hearts’ 
4. James Rowe and Tom Yates (who both enjoy slotting a 
goal!) bagged 4 majors apiece, while Jordan Kennedy, Seb 
Kerrish, Mason Morris and Fletcher Symonds were the other 
multiple goal kickers. Jack Sires was our most influential 
player throughout the match at centre half back and in the 
ruck, with great support from James Rowe (who never plays 
a ‘bad’ game), Harry Morgan (best game of the year) and the 
emerging Harrison Bobridge.

Goal kickers: Rowe, Yates 4; Ballard, Kennedy, Kerrish, Morris, 
Symonds 2; Bobridge, Moran, Morgan 1. Best players: Sires, 
Rowe, Morgan, Bobridge, Moran, Geddie, Yates.

14 August
Year 6/7
SHCMS B4 (6.5 – 41) defeated SHCMS B2 (2.2 – 14)
Team B4 finished its season with a strong win over SHCMS 
Team B2.  Ben Stewart again was very dangerous up forward.  
Jack Turner played a strong game and has improved during 
the season, Jack Kelton competed strongly in the ruck against 
a bigger opponent, Nicholas Brookes from Team B2 played 
for us and fought hard in the contests and Jake Carne showed 
good improvement.

A special mention to the 11 boys who ventured to Trinity the 
previous week and with the help of a few fill-ins recorded a 
great win.

Congratulations to all the boys who played for Team B4 during 
the year.  We had great camaraderie, played the game in the 
correct spirit and developed well as footballers.

16 August
Year 9
SHCMS B (4.4) lost to Marryatville (18.13)
This week we came up against Marryatville High at 
Marryatville. A few injuries resulted in us fronting with 19 
players, however that meant everyone would have plenty of 
time on the ground. Unfortunately we started really slowly and 
didn’t get into the game until late in the first quarter, but when 
you give a good team a 7 goal start you have to do everything 
right to even get back into the game. The second quarter went 
much the same way until the last 10 minutes when we took 
the game right up to them. The game was one of two halves 
and whilst we really worked hard with running, skillful football 
at times against a much bigger opposition, we overused our 
handball and turned the ball over too much. That being said 
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SHCMS Participation in CEA Policy
All boys are strongly encouraged to be actively involved in the school’s wider sports program, music opportunities and other 
areas of participation. Any student participating in a sport at club level will make himself available to play in a school team 
before and in preference to any club commitments. Any issues relating to conflicting dates between school and club sport  
must be discussed with the coordinating teacher at the commencement of the season.

SHCMS CEA Team Selection Policy
SHCMS recognises the importance of participation in team activities for the wellbeing of boys in their middle years. Therefore, 
all boys are strongly encouraged to be actively involved in the school’s wider sports program, music opportunities and other 
areas of participation. Coaching, practice and team selection focuses on participation, skill development, sportsmanship and 
enjoyment in preference to winning or elitism.

Please contact your teacher coordinator for more information or to view these policies or visit the College web site or Intranet.

They backed this up with a further 4 goal to 1 second quarter, 
although 6 behinds prevented the half time margin of 10 
goals from being even larger. The boys were completely 
dominating possession across the ground and placing 
immense pressure on Immanuel’s few ball-winners when they 
did manage to get it in their hands. It was more of the same 
during the third term as the Hearts’ machine piled on a further 
5 goals to 1 to be completely in control by the last break. At 
this point we rested a number of our most dominant players 
in preparation for the upcoming Brothers’ Cup Grand Final 
against Rostrevor. Immanuel took advantage during the last 
quarter, out scoring Hearts’ 5 goals to 2, but Sacred Heart still 
managed to record a convincing 10 goal victory at the final 
siren. Mitchell Rogers played his best game of the year, pulling 
in at least a dozen marks and kicking 3 goals in a best-afield 
performance. Seb Kerrish, Oscar Lovelock and Robert Irra 
were also prolific ball winners with great support from Mason 
Morris, Josh Holyoak, Matt Learhinan and Brett Connor.
Goal kickers: Kerrish, M. Rogers 3; Yates, Holyoak 2; Connor, 
Lovelock, Morris, McAuliffe, McGrath, Grear, Patton 1. Best 
players: M. Rogers, Kerrish, Holyoak, Connor, Learhinan, 
Lovelock, Morris, Irra, McGrath.

23 August
Year 9
SHCMS B (26.16) defeated Mercedes (0.0)
For our final game of the year our team was strengthened 
with the inclusion of several A Grade players to combat what 
was previously a very strong Mercedes team. The key focus for 
the team was to play as a team, play to our structure and team 
rules and ensure we all stayed focused on the job ahead and 
not our key inclusions, as plenty of teams of great players have 
been beaten in the past. Right from the outset we took front 
position, stood strong and made it clear we were here to play 
and play hard, skilful football. Tom Martin gave us a great lead-
off winning the ruck contests, however the standout player 
was James Rowe –  not only did he win the hard ball but he 
ran, he chased, he tackled and he brought other players into 
the game. It was a simply outstanding game by James. James 
was brilliantly supported by Jordan Kennedy who did not 
stop running and winning the ball despite constant physical 
pressure from the opposition. Jack Sires physical presence 
and skills were outstanding, as were Charlie Ballard and Finn 
Betterman. It is somewhat unfair to not mention the whole 
team as this was a truly whole-team performance and every 
single player contributed. There were many outstanding 

periods of running football, great marking, hard tackling and 
teamwork that resulted in goals. The memory for the day was 
Mitch Thomson’s brilliant effort to win a hard ball in the goal 
square and miss the kick only centimetres from the line. Again, 
he gave everyone including the team a great laugh including 
himself.

Finally, it has been a pleasure to have had the opportunity to 
coach this year and throughout the Middle School. I especially 
want to thank all the boys for their attitude and desire to learn. 
All the parents for coming week in week out and being there to 
support through the good and hard times and finally to Chris 
Ottens for his support and encouragement without which I 
could not have achieved the results we did. Thank you and 
good luck at the Senior School.

Goal kickers: Kennedy 6, Rowe 5. Best players: Rowe, Kennedy, 
Sires, Ballard, Betterman, Martin.

20 August
Year 8/9 Kockout Grand Final
SHCMS (9.15) defeated Trinity College (9.2)
Unlike 2013 (the coldest day last year), Woodville Oval turned 
on spectacular conditions for the 2014 Grand Final edition 
of 8/9 State Knockout football. For the fifth consecutive year 
our opponents were arch-rivals Henley High School, a proud 
team who have steadily been getting closer to a breakthrough 
title victory. With this in mind, we knew we would be in for a 
desperate scrap to decide who would prevail this year…

The opening term set the tone for what would be a match-
long battle of wills as both teams engaged in a running 
battle of contested football, crunching tackles and attacking 
flair through the middle of the ground. Sacred Heart gained 
the early advantage scoring 2.1 to 0.0 with James Rowe 
instrumental on the ball and Jayden Geddie dominating across 
half back. As ever, Thomas Yates (not Jack!) was providing a 
strong target up forward and slotted our first two majors.

Henley hit back in the second quarter, out scoring the Hearts’ 
team 3.2 to 2.0 after gaining control of clearances through the 
middle of the ground and lifting their work-rate across the 
field. Sacred Heart on the other hand were less assured with 
their disposal and decision-making under pressure, turning the 
ball over at crucial times when in positions to drive home our 
advantage on the scoreboard. With a slender lead of 5 points 
at the main break, we had much to discuss and focus our 
attention on before hostilities resumed in the second half.

Both teams came out full of running in the second half and the 
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to lift their intensity and play team football in the defining 
moments of the match that enabled them to secure the 14th 
consecutive 8/9 Knockout football title for our school.

Thomas Yates was a dangerous forward all day, kicking 5 of 
Hearts’ 8 goals. Robert Irra, Oscar Lovelock and Jayden Geddie 
were significant contributors and massive when the heat was 
on during the last quarter. Patrick Fordham hit in hard out on 
a wing and ran with purpose, while Cameron Vinall and Jack 
Sires stood up as dominant talls for our team. However, from 
the first ball up until the final siren, James Rowe stood out like 
a beacon as clearly the most influential player on the ground 
and thoroughly deserved to be acknowledged as the Knockout 
Medallist for best player on the ground. James’ leadership, 
ability to continually push himself into the contest, withstand 
severe physical pressure and give us first use of the footy by 
hand or foot was of the highest calibre. 

It was ultimately a successful campaign for our lads in 2014 
and one built around the combined efforts of everyone who 
played a match during the competition. Special thanks to Mr 
Troy Rowland for his coaching assistance during our two finals, 
as well as all the family and friends of our boys who were in 
attendance to support our boys during the grand finale. 

Congratulations gentlemen on your success and representing 
your school with great distinction.

Goal kickers: Yates 5; Lovelock, Morgan, Rowe 1. Best players: 
Rowe (Knockout Medallist), Irra, Lovelock, Geddie, Yates, 
Morgan, Vinall, Sires, Fordham.

match quickly settled into a good old fashioned arm wrestle. 
Sacred Heart kicked 3.2 to 2.1 in a goal-for-goal slugfest and 
despite a handy two-goal advantage at three quarter time, we 
knew this game was far from over. 

Henley scored a goal against the flow of play in the opening 
minutes of the final quarter to get within a kick and firmly stake 
their claim on this year’s title. Sacred Heart were unable to 
convert despite some promising forays on goal and you could 
sense they had tightened up somewhat under the sustained 
pressure from Henley.

At this point some inspiration was needed and it came in the 
form of Harry Morgan who had worked his way strongly into 
the game during the second half. Harry ran onto a chain of 
handball inside the top of our 50 metre arc, gathered a clean 
half volley at his feet before running within scoring range 
to slot a crucial Hearts’ goal, in fact our only goal of the final 
quarter. The final minutes of the match were desperate indeed 
as both teams threw everything at each other. Henley ran the 
ball inside their forward line several times, but were denied 
by some fantastic Sacred Heart defence, particularly Charlie 
Ballard who pulled down a couple of brilliant, match-saving 
pack marks with the game in the balance.

The final siren saw the Hearts’ lads winners by 5 points in 
what was a truly epic encounter. Henley were shattered and 
desperately unlucky not to win and should be proud of the 
way they fought out the match to the very end. Sacred Heart 
also deserved to take victory and ultimately it was their ability 

The 2014 8/9 State Knockout Football Champions
Front row (left to right): Jordan Kennedy, Cooper Brinkworth, Sam Mesnil, Oscar Lovelock, James Rowe, Ethan Moore, Harry 
Morgan, Charlie Ballard, Patrick Fordham, Finn Betterman, Wilson Otto
Back Row (left to right): Jack Plenty, Darcy Le Cornu, Jayden Geddie, Jack Heffernan, Cooper McGrath, Robert Irra, Jack Sires, 
Cameron Vinall, Hamish Williams, Thomas Yates, Sebastian Kerrish

The services and events contained in these advertisements are included in this newsletter for your information only. Parents/carers need to make their 
own enquiries and assessments about the suitability of these events and services for their needs and those of their children.


